
 

Greenleys Junior School 
Modern Foreign Languages Curriculum - skills, knowledge and progression map 2020-2021   

 

 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

3 

Getting to know you 
European Day (Polish phrases and 
numbers) 

 

All about me 
 

Food, glorious food 
 

Family & friends 
 

Our school 
 

Time 
 

 

 National Curriculum links    
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Listen, ask and respond to 
questions 1 
Develop accurate pronunciation 
and intonation 3 
Appreciate songs, stories, poems 
and rhymes in a language 7 
Repeat sentences heard and 
make simple adaptations to them 
2 

Listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 5, 6 
Follow simple instructions 
Appreciate songs, stories, poems 
and rhymes in a language 7 
Develop accurate pronunciation 
and intonation 3 
Broaden vocabulary 4 
Write simple words and phrases 

Appreciate songs, stories, poems 
and rhymes in a language 7 
Respond to polite requests 5 
Describe people, places, things 
and actions orally and in writing 4 
Listen, ask and respond to 
questions 1 
Express opinions 

Present information orally to a 
range of audiences 
Broaden vocabulary using a 
dictionary 
Explore patterns and sounds of 
language through songs and 
rhyme 7 
Develop accurate pronunciation 
and intonation 3 
Repeat sentences heard and 
make simple adaptations to them 
2 

Listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 5 
Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocab, phrases, language 
structure and grammar 2 
Listen, ask and respond to 
questions 1 
Broaden vocabulary 
 

Develop accurate pronunciation 
and intonation 3 
Explore patterns and sounds of 
language through songs and 
rhyme 7 
Listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 5 
Read carefully and show 
understanding of words, phrases 
and simple writing 8, 9 
Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocab, phrases, language 
structure and grammar 2 
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Formal and informal language. 
Introduce verbs – Je m’appelle 
and J’ai 11, 13 

Introducing masculine and 
feminine 12 
Infinitive verbs 
 
 

Recognise correct determiner 
depending on gender/number 12 
Introduce verb – Je voudrais 
11,13 
Colour and size adjectives – 
modifying adjectives for 
masculine and feminine nouns 4 
Have a basic understanding of the 
order of words in a sentences – 
colour adjectives come after the 
noun 11, 13 

Conjugate high frequency verbs 
Use masculine and feminine 
articles and possessive pronouns 
12 

Use appropriate indefinite article 
12 
Use a bilingual dictionary 
 

Conjugate the verb ‘to be’ for 
past and future tense. 

 Key Skills 



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

 

 I can understand short 
passages (instructions, 
messages and dialogues) 
spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 

 

 I can write about my likes dislikes 
and feelings 

 I can identify and note main 
points from a passage, for 
example, likes, dislikes and 
feelings 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 

 I can write about my likes 
dislikes and feelings 

 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or other 
cues to help me 

 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 

 I mostly use memorised 
language, but occasionally 
substitute vocabulary to vary 
questions or statements 

 

 I can write two or three short 
sentences on familiar topics 

 I can write short phrases from 
memory 

 I can identify the main points 
of a short text and respond 

 

 Key Vocabulary  

 

      

 Key Knowledge  

 

Hello 
-What is your name? 
- How are you? 
- Goodbye 
- Numbers 0-10 
- How old are you? 

- Classroom instructions 
- My body 
- Actions 
- Colours 
- Clothes 

- The very greedy dog 
- Please may I have? 
- Food preferences 
-What colour is it?  
- What did he eat? 
- I’m hungry! 

- Meet the family 
- Pets 
- Alphabet 
- What’s his name 
- How do you spell…? 
- My home 

- What’s in the classroom? 
- What’s in your pencil case? 
- School subjects 
- PE lesson 
- Around school 
- What do you like to do? 

- Counting 11-31 
- Days of the week 
- Months of the year 
- My birthday 
- What is the date today? 
-Yesterday, today, tomorrow 
 

 Prior learning- skills progression 

 

KS1  
Listening and responding 

 I can understand a range of familiar statements and questions  

 I can understand short sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can name and describe people, places and objects 

 I can use set phrases  

 I can give hesitant but clear responses 
 

KS1 
Reading 

 I can read short phrases presented in a familiar context.  

 I can use books or glossaries to find out the meanings of new words. 
 

KS1 
Writing 

 I can copy familiar short phrases correctly 

 I can write simple phrases used regularly in class 

 My spelling is usually good enough to be read accurately 

 

4 

All around town 
European Day (Italian phrases and 
numbers) 

 

On the move  
 

Going shopping 
 

Where in the world 
-  

Telling the time 
 

Holidays and hobbies 
 

National Curriculum links    



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
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Develop accurate pronunciation 
and intonation  
Listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 
Explore patterns and sounds of 
language through songs and 
rhyme 
Present information orally to a 
range of audiences. 
Broaden vocabulary 
 

Using familiar sentences as 
models, make varied adaptations 
to make new sentences 
Develop accurate pronunciation 
and intonation 
Describe people, places, things 
and actions orally and in writing 
Listen, ask and respond to 
questions. 
 

Listen, ask and respond to 
questions. 
Express opinions 
Using familiar sentences as 
models, make varied adaptations 
to write new sentences 
Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocabulary , phrases and basic 
language structures 
 

Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocabulary , phrases and basic 
language structures 
Using familiar sentences as 
models, make varied adaptations 
to write new sentences 
Broaden vocabulary using a 
bilingual dictionary 

Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocabulary , phrases and basic 
language structures 
Listen, ask and respond to 
questions. 
Read carefully and show 
understanding of words, phrases 
and simple writing 

Using familiar sentences as 
models, make varied adaptations 
to write new sentences 
Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocabulary , phrases and basic 
language structures 
Present information orally to a 
range of audiences. 
Listen, ask and respond to 
questions. 
Express opinions 
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Use a bilingual dictionary 
 
 

Conjugate high-frequency verbs – 
Aller 
 

Quantifiers 
Changing French word the to the 
French word for some 
Using adjectives (colours) placing 
them after the noun. 
Understand that adjectives may 
change form according to the 
noun they relate to 

Distinguish between masculine 
and feminine nouns 
Preposition en – for feminine 
continents 
Past tense 
Pronouns il and elle 
Use a dictionary to translate from 
English to French 
 

 

Introduce verb - etre 
Prepositions – avant and apres 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Use third person plural 
conjugation of a verb. 
Distinguish masculine and 
feminine nouns and use the 
correct masculine/feminine form 
of a preposition. 
Use correct possessive adjective 
for a family member (mon, ma, 
mes) 

 Key skills 

 

 I can understand short passages 
(instructions, messages and 
dialogues) spoken at normal 
speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or other 
cues to help me 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  
 

 I can identify and note main 
points from a passage, for 
example, likes, dislikes and 
feelings 

 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 I mostly use memorised 
language, but occasionally 
substitute vocabulary to vary 
questions or statements 

 I can write about my likes 
dislikes and feelings 

 

 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 

 I can use books or glossaries 
to find out the meanings of 
new words. 

 
 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 I mostly use memorised 
language, but occasionally 
substitute vocabulary to vary 
questions or statements 

 I can identify the main points of 
a short text and respond 

 I can write short phrases from 
memory 

 I can read and understand short 
texts and dialogues 
independently 

 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 I can write two or three short 
sentences on familiar topics 

 

 Key Vocabulary 



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

 

      

 Key knowledge 

 

- Where do you live? 
- In my town 
- Counting in tens 
- Counting to 100 
- My address is … 
- How do you say…? 
 

- Transport 
- How do you go to school? 
- Directions 
- I like to move it (directions) 
- How do I get to …? 
- We all go together! 

- Fruit 
- Vegetables 
- Clothes 
- Where can I buy? 
- French money? 
-Let’s go shopping!  
 

The UK 
- Where do they speak French 
- The equator 
- Continents 
- Animals 
- Which continent are they from? 
 

- O’Clock and half past 
- My day 
- What’s on TV? 
- Quarter past and quarter to 
- The school day 
- A maths lesson on time 
 

- The seasons 
- The weather 
- Weather around the world 
- Holidays 
- Sports 
- Hobbies 

 Prior Knowledge- skills progression 

 

KS1  
Listening and responding 

 I can understand a range of 
familiar statements and 
questions  

 I can understand short 
sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can use set phrases  
• I can give hesitant but clear 

responses  
Year 3  

 I can understand short passages 
(instructions, messages and 
dialogues) spoken at normal 
speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or other 
cues to help me 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 
 

KS1 

 I can name and describe people, 
places and objects 

 
Year 3  

 I can write about my likes dislikes 
and feelings 

 I can identify and note main 
points from a passage, for 
example, likes, dislikes and 
feelings 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 

KS1 

 I can understand a range of 
familiar statements and 
questions  

 I can understand short 
sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can use set phrases  

 I can name and describe people, 
places and objects 

 
Year 3  
 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or other 
cues to help me 

 

KS1 

 I can use books or glossaries to 
find out the meanings of new 
words.  

 
 
Year 3  

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 

 I mostly use memorised 
language, but occasionally 
substitute vocabulary to vary 
questions or statements 

 

KS1 
 

 I can give hesitant but clear 
responses  
• I can read short phrases 
presented in a familiar context.  
 
Year 3  

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 I can identify the main points of 
a short text and respond 

  

 
KS1 

 I can understand short 
sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can use set phrases  
• I can copy familiar short phrases 
correctly 
• I can write simple phrases used 
regularly in class 
 
Year 3  

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or other 
cues to help me 

 I can write short phrases from 
memory 

 I can read and understand short 
texts and dialogues 
independently 

 



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

5 

Getting to know you 
European Day (French  
phrases and numbers) 
 
 

All about ourselves 
 

That’s Tasty 
 

Family and friends 
 

School life 
 

Time travelling 
 

 National Curriculum links  
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Present information orally to a 
range of audiences. 
Listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 
Develop accurate pronunciation 
and intonation 
Broaden vocabulary by using a 
dictionary 
Appreciate songs, stories, poems 
and rhymes in a language 

Listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 
Describe people, places, things 
and actions orally and in writing 
Explore patterns and sounds of 
language through songs and 
rhyme 
Adapt known sentences to reflect 
a variation in meaning 

Listen, ask and respond to 
questions 
Read carefully and show 
understanding of words, phrases 
and simple writing 
Adapt known sentences to reflect 
a variation in meaning 
 

Explore patterns and sounds of 
language through songs and 
rhyme 
Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocabulary , phrases and basic 
language structures 
Appreciate songs, stories, poems 
and rhymes in a language 
Broaden vocabulary by using a 
dictionary 
Describe people, places, things an 
Listen, ask and respond to 
questions 
Express opinions 
Seek clarification and help 

 Read carefully and show 
understanding of words, phrases 
and simple writing 
Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocabulary , phrases and basic 
language structures 
Listen, ask and respond to 
questions 
Present information orally to a 
range of audiences. 
 

Broaden vocabulary 
Speak in sentences using familiar 
vocabulary , phrases and basic 
language structures 
Listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding 
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Simple future tense 
Near future tense 
Name the accents on French 
alphabet letters. 
Using a dictionary 
Use the terms auxiliary verb an 
imperative verb. 
Explain how adjectives are 
different according to gender of 
the noun. 
 
 

Adapt words according to 
grammar rules. 
Speak in the third person. 
 

Alter an adjective to match 
gender. 
The correct French form for 
some. 
 

Differentiate between first and 
third person possessive adjectives 
and nouns. 
Rhyming words 
Use conjunctions to extend ideas 
or support opinions. 

Use pronouns il and elle to 
replace someone’s name. 
Use comparative adverbs. 
 

Match subject and verb for high 
frequency verbs. 
Make a simple sentence in past 
tense. 
Change the past participle of the 
main verb to agree with number 
and gender of the subject. 
 

 Key Skills 

 

 I can hold a simple 
conversation with more than 
4 exchanges 

 My pronunciation is generally 
accurate and consistent 

 I can identify smaller details in 
spoken passages 

 

 I understand longer 
passages, made up of familiar 
language in simple sentences 

 I can identify smaller details 
in spoken passages 

 I am beginning to use my 
knowledge of grammar to 
substitute words for effect 

 My pronunciation is generally 
accurate and consistent 

 I understand longer passages, 
made up of familiar language 
in simple sentences 

 

 

 I can read and understand 
longer passages of stories and 
factual texts 

 



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

 I am beginning to use my 
knowledge of grammar to 
substitute words for effect 

 I am beginning to use 
dictionaries or glossaries to 
check words I have learnt 

 I can hold a simple 
conversation with more than 4 
exchanges 

 My pronunciation is 
generally accurate and 
consistent 

 

 

 Key Vocabulary 

 

      

 Key Knowledge 

 

- Look what I can do 
- When I grow up … 
- How do you spell that? 
- How are you feeling?  
- What am I going to do? 
- Je me presente 
 

- The body 
- What do I look like? 
- What are you doing? 
- Fashion 
- How are you feeling today? 
-What’s the matter? 

- I’m thirsty 
- Open and closed 
- Breakfast 
- Sandwiches 
- I like to eat 
- Pizzas 

- Meet the family 
- At the farm 
- I live in a … 
- In my house 
- Do you like animals> 
- What can I say? 

- Where are they in the 
classroom? 
- Where are the objects? 
- School subjects 
- Maths lesson 
- Asking questions 
- Asking questions 

- Count with me (up to 1000s) 
- I’m 500 years old! 
- French History 
- What year was it? 
- I was born … 
- Famous lives 

 Prior learning- skills progression 



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

 

KS1  

 I can understand a range of 
familiar statements and 
questions  

 I can understand short 
sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can name and describe 
people, places and objects 

 I can use set phrases  

 I can give hesitant but clear 
responses 

Year 3  

 I can understand short 
passages (instructions, 
messages and dialogues) 
spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 

Year 4 

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  
 
 

KS1 

 I can name and 
describe people, 
places and objects 

 I can use set phrases  
Year 3  

 I can understand short 
passages (instructions, 
messages and 
dialogues) spoken at 
normal speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual 
or other cues to help 
me 

Year 4 

 I can identify and note main 
points from a passage, for 
example, likes, dislikes and 
feelings 

 

KS1 

 I can copy familiar short 
phrases correctly 

 I can write simple phrases 
used regularly in class 

 My spelling is usually good 
enough to be read accurately 

Year 3  

 I can understand short 
passages (instructions, 
messages and dialogues) 
spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 

Year 4 

 I mostly use memorised 
language, but occasionally 
substitute vocabulary to vary 
questions or statements 

 I can write about my likes 
dislikes and feelings 

 

KS1  

 I can understand a 
range of familiar 
statements and 
questions  

 I can understand short 
sentences if they are 
repeated.  

 I can name and 
describe people, 
places and objects 

 I can use set phrases  
Year 3  

 I can understand short 
passages (instructions, 
messages and 
dialogues) spoken at 
normal speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual 
or other cues to help 
me 

Year 4 

 I can write about my 
likes dislikes and 
feelings 

 I can use books or 
glossaries to find out 
the meanings of new 
words. 

 

KS1 

 I can understand a range of 
familiar statements and 
questions  

 I can read short phrases 
presented in a familiar 
context.  

 I can use books or glossaries 
to find out the meanings of 
new words. 

Year 3  

 I can understand short 
passages (instructions, 
messages and dialogues) 
spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 
 
Year 4  

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 I mostly use memorised 
language, but occasionally 
substitute vocabulary to vary 
questions or statements 

 I can read and understand short 
texts and dialogues 
independently 

 

KS1 

 I can copy familiar short 
phrases correctly 

 I can write simple phrases 
used regularly in class 

 My spelling is usually good 
enough to be read accurately  

 I can read short phrases 
presented in a familiar 
context.  
 

Year 3  

 I can understand short 
passages (instructions, 
messages and dialogues) 
spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief 
exchanges, using visual or 
other cues to help me 

 
Year 4  

 I can use short phrases to give a 
personal response  

 I can write two or three short 
sentences on familiar topics 

 

6 

This is France 
European Day (Russian phrases and numbers)  
 

Let’s visit a French town 
 

Let’s go shopping 
 

 National Curriculum links 
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 Write own sentences using knowledge of sentence structure 

Listen, ask and respond to questions 
To broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand 
new words 
Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 
 

Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences 
To broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand 
new words, including using a dictionary 
Describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 
Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic 
language structures 

Listen, ask and respond to questions 
Express opinions and respond to those of others 
Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple 
writing 
 



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by 
joining in and responding 
Explore patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhyme 
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Conjugating verbs - etre 
Use correct form of adjectives 
Opportunity to use a bilingual dictionary 
 

Conjugating verbs – habiter 
Spelling patterns 
Opportunity to use a bilingual dictionary 
 

Using prepositions entre and a cote de, choosing the correct masculine 
or feminine form 
Correct form of adjectives to describe nouns 
Using the correct form of ‘de’ 
Using correct form of ‘etre’ - present or past imperfect tense 
 

 Key Skills 

 

Speaking and Listening 

 I understand longer passages, made up of familiar language 
in simple sentences 

 I can identify smaller details in spoken passages 

 I can hold a simple conversation with more than 4 
exchanges 

 
 
Writing 

 I am beginning to use my knowledge of grammar to 
substitute words for effect 

 I am beginning to use dictionaries or glossaries to check 
words I have learnt 

Speaking and Listening 

 I understand longer passages, made up of familiar language 
in simple sentences 

 I can identify smaller details in spoken passages 

 I can hold a simple conversation with more than 4 
exchanges 

 
Reading 

 I can read and understand longer passages of stories and 
factual texts 

 I can identify the main points and finer details 
 
Writing 

 I am beginning to use my knowledge of grammar to 
substitute words for effect 

 I am beginning to use dictionaries or glossaries to check 
words I have learnt 

Speaking and Listening 

 I understand longer passages, made up of familiar language 
in simple sentences 

 I can identify smaller details in spoken passages 

 I can hold a simple conversation with more than 4 
exchanges 

 My pronunciation is generally accurate and consistent 
 
Reading 

 I can read and understand longer passages of stories and 
factual texts 

 I can identify the main points and finer details 
 
Writing 

 I am beginning to use my knowledge of grammar to 
substitute words for effect 

 I am beginning to use dictionaries or glossaries to check 
words I have learnt 

 Key Vocabulary 

 

 
 
 

  

 Key Knowledge 



 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

 

- Neighbours 
- Distances 
- Directions 
- Paris 
- Famous French People 
- Nationalities 
 

- Who lives where? 
- I go to school to learn 
- Where is the library? 
- Maths 
- Welcome to my home! 
- Ordinal numbers 

- Shopping conersations 
- At the shops 
- Clothes 
- French Money 
- Shopping lists 
- A shopping experience 
 

 Prior learning- Skills progression 

 

KS1  

 I can understand a range of familiar statements and questions  

 I can understand short sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can name and describe people, places and objects 

 I can use set phrases  

 I can give hesitant but clear responses 
Year 3  

 I can understand short passages (instructions, messages and 
dialogues) spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief exchanges, using visual or other cues to help 
me 

Year 4 

 I can use short phrases to give a personal response  
 

 
Year 5  

 I can identify smaller details in spoken passages 

 My pronunciation is generally accurate and consistent 

 I am beginning to use dictionaries or glossaries to check words I 
have learnt 

KS1  

 I can understand a range of familiar statements and questions  

 I can understand short sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can name and describe people, places and objects 

 I can use set phrases  

 I can give hesitant but clear responses 
Year 3  

 I can understand short passages (instructions, messages and 
dialogues) spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief exchanges, using visual or other cues to help 
me 

Year 4 

 I can use short phrases to give a personal response  
 
Year 5  

 I understand longer passages, made up of familiar language in 
simple sentences 

 

KS1  

 I can understand a range of familiar statements and questions  

 I can understand short sentences if they are repeated.  

 I can name and describe people, places and objects 

 I can use set phrases  

 I can give hesitant but clear responses 
Year 3  

 I can understand short passages (instructions, messages and 
dialogues) spoken at normal speed 

 I can take part in brief exchanges, using visual or other cues to 
help me 

Year 4 

 I can write about my likes dislikes and feelings 

 I can use books or glossaries to find out the meanings of new 
words. 
 

Year 5  

 I can hold a simple conversation with more than 4 exchanges 

 I am beginning to use my knowledge of grammar to substitute 
words for effect 

 

 


